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2017 Summer meeting auction (July 31,2017)
As of May 29,2017
The lots have all been scanned and are in the process of being
Categorized and lot number assigned. The auction catalogue should
be ready by the June 12th meeting. The catalogue and pictures will
then be published on our web site ( edmontonstampclub.com ).
To perk your interest, some pictures are presented on this page and
page 5 in this Bulletin. Note, some scan’s offer a picture that comes
from a larger lot. The picture descriptions will have the prefix “EX” in
the lot numbers if the stamp comes from a larger lot.
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NOTICES
NOW DUE
Membership $Dues$
July 1st 2017 / 2017-2018 Club year
Don’t lose your privileges
$30 per year for individual, $40 for family

Summer Meeting and Auction
July 31st 2017
NEW Venue
Venue TBA
Doors open at 4:00 PM, food/refreshments available.
Auction start: 6:30 PM.

Trading Post
200 WW STAMPS (75% large $4), Canada packet 200 stamps (75 % large
$5), mint Mexico 100 (large $4), foreign mint stamps $8, plus SAE (selfaddressed envelope) for each order. ESC members, postage free. Harold
Towlson, 60 Ivanhoe Road, Buffalo, NY, 14215, USA.
Want a stamp exchange particularly with GB Machins and commemoratives
of Royalty, also ships, trains, planes and such. Keith Thompson, 1109
Larch Place, Canmore, AB, T1W 1S8 or bikethom@telusplanet.net
Frank von Hausen,
fvhstamps.com,
1-866-684-8408, Email:
fvhstamps@aol.com. We buy & sell stamps of Canada, European,
foreign and topicals. Postcards, postal history covers, Catalogues,
Albums & accessories. Many discount prices. Weekly auctions.
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Some 2017 SUMMER AUCTION offerings
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Italian Occupation Ionian Islands
By Richard Barnes
I picked up at mail auction four pages of Italian overprints of Greek
stamps. The only location I recognized in the description was Corfu.
These four sheets spent ten months in the “To Do” corner of my desk.
Over the Christmas season I found time to sit at my stamp desk. I opened
the lot, four sheets of Italian overprints. To my surprise these four sheets
did not fit into any of my existing Italian colonies collections. I had
stamps from Italian colonies I had overlooked in my previous studies.
What stamps do I have? Where do they fit into history?
Well the stamps I have can be found in the catalogues under the
heading “The Italian Occupation of the Ionian Islands”. This section of
the catalogues relates to the philatelic history of seven major islands and
adjacent minor islands off the west and south coasts of Greece (Fig 1);
{English [Greek]}: Corfu [Kerkyra], Paxos [Paxi], Lefkas [Lefkada],
Ithaca [Ithaki], Cephalonia
[Kefalonia], Zante [Zakynthos],
the southern island Cerigo
[Kythira].
The Italian intervention
began with the “Corfu Incident”
and on 31 August 1923 Italian
troops landed on the island of
Corfu. The Italian Post office
was opened on September 11.
Following its usual practice the
Italian Post office issued two
sets of overprinted Italian
stamps. The first set of eight
stamps was issued on September
20 (Fig 2) followed by a second
Figure 1
overprinted in Greek drachma
set of six stamps ( Fig 3) issued on September 24. However only the 25 L
on 10c, 1.20d on 50c and 2.40d on 1 L of the six stamp set arrived on
Corfu just six days before the Italian post office in Corfu closed on 26
September. The Italian troops withdrew on 27 September.
Next page
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Figure 3

Again I have questions arising from statements found on web sites.
There is the suggestion that “the Corfu cancel was applied to hundreds of
stamps before the Post Office closed”. The remaining three stamps of the
second set of Italian Corfu stamps were delivered on the day the Post office
closed. Does any member know if these late arriving three stamps of the
second set were part of this cancelling for the philatelic market? These
three stamps were never officially issued but were later (when?) made
available for sale by the postal ministry in Rome. Like all the Italian
Occupation stamps these overprinted stamps are extensively forged with
fake cancels and overprints.
The Italian Post office was back in May 1941 following the Italian
military’s occupation of the seven Ionian Islands. The rapidity of events
and the sheer magnitude of the distances and the number of locations
required the Italian Post office services to overprint Greek stamps they
found on site to meet their immediate postal needs in the Ionian Islands. I
have had less than a month to look into the Italian Occupation of the Ionian
Islands and the bulk of the following information I have found in the Scott,
Stanley Gibbons, Michel and Hellas catalogues.
The Italian post office continued past practice and issued the overprinted
stamps for specific Ionian Islands or group of islands. The Corfu overprints
(Fig 4) look to my eye to be the same as the overprint used in back in 1923.
These stamps were also used on the island of Paxos.
The Greek stamps were overprinted by the Italians for
the islands of Cephaloria and Ithaca (Fig 5). The
overprints were only in black. The overprints were
usually printed over a pair of stamps either vertically (Fig
6) or horizontally (Fig 7). The complete overprint can
also be found on a single stamp (Fig 8).
Figure 4

Next page
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Figure6

Figure 7

There is almost NO agreement between four different catalogues on the
remaining Italian overprinted sets. The Scott catalogue states “Greek stamps
with Italian overprints for the islands of Cerigo (Kithyra), Paxos, and Lelfas
(Santa Maura) are fraudulent”. Stanley Gibbons took a different tact and
ignored the remaining Italian Occupation stamps only saying “In 1941
while under Italian military occupation contemporary Greek stamps were
hand stamped “OCCUPAZIONE MILITARE DI/ZANTE/1-5-XIX’. These
are rare and outside the scope of this
catalogue.”
Figure 8
Both the Michel and Hellas catalogues
agree that there is a modified handstamped
set of the Cephaloria and Ithaca stamps
(Fig 9). These stamps have both red and
black overprints. Michel indicates that
stamps from this set can be found with a
spelling error isola in place of the original
spelling isole. Michel also has a set of this overprinted specifically
produced for the village of Sami. This set has the isole spelling in line three
of the overprint and a bigger M in the word Militarie. The Hellas catalogue
does not mention the Sami stamps.

Figure 9

figure 10

figure 11

Michael and Hellas agree that there was a local post set of stamps for the
island of Ithaca (Fig 10). These stamps were overprinted in black or
carmine.
Next page
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Hellos mentions that this overprint can be found with an upper case O in
place of the lower case o in the word occupazione. These overprints are
usually on a single stamp but can also be found on pairs.
(Fig 11) is the handstamp used to make the local Italian occupation
stamps on the island of Zante. Hellas tells us that the handstamp for the
overprint was cut from a wooden block and the colour selected was violet.
Michel on the other hand has the overprints in violet, blue, green and blackviolet.
All the Italian Occupation of Ionian overprinted on Greek stamps are
expensive and the nonScott listed stamps for my wallet are very expensive.
As mentioned they are rare so most of us are not familiar with them. It is
not surprising that they are heavily forged. This is complicated by the
confusion between catalogues in the number of stamps in a set and colour of
the overprints. Do not reject out of hand one of these stamps just because
you do not find it listed in one catalogue. It may be listed in another
catalogue. After a month of on and off looking I have not found or been
able to compile a definitive listing of these
stamps.
After a period of roughly three months
the Italian Occupation of Ionia overprints
of Greek stamps were withdrawn from use
and replaced by Italian stamps overprinted
ISOLE JONIE (Fig 12). The overprinted
Italian stamps remained in use until the
armistice between Italy and the Allies on 8
September 1943. German military forces
quickly replaced the Italian infrastructure
including the post office. The Germans
introduced their Greece Occupation
stamps into the post offices in the Ionian
Islands. There was one exception, the island of Zante which had its own set
of German Occupation stamps.
These are a very interesting group of stamps. I am struggling with a
foreign language and conflicting information. I wrote this note hoping that a
member can help me with information or direct me to more sources of
information.
RB
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Shame Squared!!
By Jeff Pacey
I enjoyed reading Richard Barnes article "Shame". I didn't go as far as
he did hunting down every issue of the Star Trek stamps. I did run around
to a few post office locations in Edmonton trying to get copies of everything
that I could and ended up spending a few hundred dollars. (Can you all say
"half a mortgage payment". Thanks!) I have a collection of mint and of
used Canadian stamps. In order to get the modern used material I was in
the habit of buying at least three of all issues. Sometimes I would end up
getting four or five of one stamp in order to get three of that other one. I
had family and many friends "trained" to save me postage off everything
that I sent them. I sent many parcels that were unnecessarily large in order
to get canceled stamps for my collection. Who else would Russian doll a
gift card in a series of progressively larger boxes and mail it for fifteen
dollars when it could have gone in an eighty five cent envelope.

I had found that I needed at least two of each stamp to put through the
post office in order to guarantee that I would have one decent copy for my
collection. Putting stamps on a parcel and sending it through the mailing
system was always a crapshoot. You always had the wear and tear that any
parcel goes through. On top of that you had to deal with post office
employees. I had finally found a guy who made sure the stamps had nice
cancels on them.
Next page
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Meeting Dates
The Edmonton Stamp Club meets Mondays at 6:00 p.m. in the cafeteria of St.
Joseph High School, 10830 - 109 Street. Park to the north of the school and use
the main entrance at the south-east corner of the school. For information about
the club call 780-451-0420 or 780-437-1787.

2017

Edmonton BNAPS (British North
America Philatelic Society) meets

June 12th (elections)
Summer Meeting July 31st
July 31st (Summer Auction)
Venue TBA

2017
September 11th & 25th
October 16th & 30th
November 13th & 27th
December 4th & 18th

Edmonton BNAPS (British North America Philatelic Society) meets from time to
time. All BNAPSers welcome. For information contact David Piercey at
780-437-2771 or Steven Friedenthal at 780-458-1233.

Previous to him a parcel had a fifty-fifty chance of having the stamps
actually cancelled with hand stamp. You had to deal with the employees
with the markers. Those always looked great on top of a nice hand cancel.
You've got to make your mark!! Then you had the pen people. They would
ensure that everyone knew the stamp was cancelled by pushing so hard on
the pen that not only did the stamp get cut but the parcel was also cut open.
The ingenuity of Canada post employees to damage stamps seemed to know
no bounds. Exacto knives, random parcel inspections and plain
disappearance of stamps off parcels and letters were just more cherries on
the cake.
I endured all of this in the pursuit of stamps for my collection. I had
even been told off by post office employees for using stamps. It made their
job harder they said, the poor things... Canada post finally found the straw
that broke the camel’s back. You can see in the photo that there is plenty of
open space on the front of this parcel that I sent with the Star Trek souvenir
sheets on it. You can also see where the tracking sticker was put on it at the
Orangeville post office.
I no longer collect modern Canadian stamps.
Jeff Pacey
“Beam me up Scotty”. There is no intelligent life left at Canada Post.
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The Story behind the Most Reproduced Artwork of All Time
BY ABIGAIL CAIN

Arnold Machin working on a clay
model, 1967. © Royal Mail, courtesy
of The Postal Museum.
Here’s a quick pop quiz: What is the
world’s most reproduced work of art?
If, like me, you thought it was
the Mona Lisa—well, guess again.
Her enigmatic smile may grace
millions of coffee mugs, T-shirts, and mouse pads across the globe, but in
fact the title goes to a portrait of another famous woman: Queen Elizabeth
II. British sculptor Arnold Machin crafted the effigy almost 50 years ago to
appear on the country’s definitive postage stamp. Since then, the Royal
Mail has printed some 220 billion stamps bearing copies of Machin’s
artwork.
“It’s a timeless, classic design,” said Douglas N. Muir, senior curator of
philately at the Postal Museum in London. “It doesn’t show its age; it
doesn’t show the age of the Queen, for that matter.” Machin’s stamp has
endured, unchanged, since it was issued in 1967; British coins, on the other
hand, have featured a series of updated portraits that mark the passage of
time. The secret to the stamp’s longevity? “The Queen likes it,” Muir
explained, noting that while the Royal Mail has made several attempts to
change the design, the monarch once said it would take a “work of real
quality” to replace her 1967 portrait. Officials never found one that fit the
bill.
The first issued stamp
with Machin’s portrait,
signed by the artist. ©
Royal Mail, courtesy of
The Postal Museum.
For all the stamp’s
eventual elegance and
simplicity, the design
process was anything
but. Machin, born in
1911 into a family of
Next page
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potters, was already a well-respected sculptor by the late 1960s—three of
his terracotta’s resided in the Tate Gallery’s collection, and he had
previously been selected to sculpt Queen Elizabeth for the first decimal
coins. In 1966, the Stamp Advisory Committee commissioned him to
devise another royal portrait. Working from photographs and sketches he
had made for the coin, Machin created the initial plaster cast of the queen’s
profile. A series of trial stamps bearing this work were printed; officials
were less than enthusiastic with the result, calling the head
“unrecognizable.” As months passed, the committee became increasingly
concerned. The better part of a year had come and gone, and the artist—
inclined to perfectionism, and, according to Muir, a bit difficult to work
with—had communicated few details about his ongoing work. To be safe,
they commissioned a series of royal portraits from photographer John
Hedgecoe as backup.
As it turned out, these photographs were precisely the inspiration
Machin needed. After examining the Hedgecoe prints, “he suddenly
produced this image that everybody thought was lovely,” Muir said. The
sculptor also streamlined the stamp design, eliminating all superfluous
lettering to showcase the queen’s profile.
Machin taking a clay impression
of the plaster cast’s head. © Royal
Mail, courtesy of The Postal
Museum.
But even once the portrait had
been finalized, there were moments
of tension. Muir described Machin
as “a very exact man, almost
pedantic. He looked at the overall design for the stamp, rather than just the
plaster cast that someone else would go and play with. He did the values,
he did the colors, he did all that sort of thing. So whenever anyone wanted
to have any kind of change to it, he was automatically up in arms.” At
some point during the initial printing, the stamp’s monetary value was
shifted slightly—so slightly the difference could only be seen under a
magnifying glass. The change, however infinitesimal, left Machin
“absolutely furious.” The sculptor remained fiercely protective of his work
throughout his life, later writing to the Palace to protest the consideration of
a new design.
Next page
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Although Machin died in 1999, his stamp lives on. Next year marks its
50th anniversary, and, for the first time in more than 25 years, the original
plaster cast will be on permanent display at the Postal Museum. As for the
accuracy of the portrait, Muir said it isn’t really the point. “It’s not intended
as a photographic image,” he said. “It’s a piece of art. It’s a symbol—not
only an image of the queen, but of royalty, of the monarchy, of Britain.”
Abigail Cain

Rare Germany WWII Stamps
http://www.sandafayre.com/

Below are some rare Germany WWII stamps; These are among the
most scarce and rare Germany WWII stamps ever sold!

1945 Norway, Oslo parcel post feldpost label.
1941 Occupation of Lithuania, 2kr green handstamped overprint
1941 Occupation of Lithuania, 80kr variety 'Overprint inverted'.

1941 Estonia, 50k Shokowski overprinted 'Esti Post'.
1942 Ukraine, 3rbl on 20k green.
1944 Rhodes, Inselpost.
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1851, German State, Baden, Scott #1, Genuine

Secret mark - White dot at
the inner edge of the 3rd
triangle of the circle outline
around numeral "1" moving
clockwise from the bottom.
This looks like a printing
flaw but is actually a secret
mark placed on the genuine
stamps by the engraver. (2.)
Little tongue of the numeral
"1" is thin, tapers, and
curves slightly. (3.) Six
horizontal rows of pear
shaped ovals in the background in the circle with small ends up.
(4.) "F" of Freimarke does not touch the line

Forgery of Baden #1

(1.) No secret mark.
(2.) Little tongue of
the numeral "1" has
"slipped" downwards,
is not tapered, and
does not curve
slightly. (3.) Ovals in
the background of the
circle are not pear
shaped.
Ref: Earee.
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1855, German State, Bremen, #1A, Type I, Genuine
(1.) #1 and #1A
are both
imperforate. (2.)
Both #1 and #1A
are found in 3
types. (3.) #1 has
all the same
characteristics as
#1A (for each
type) but it is
printed on
horizontally laid
paper. This #1A is
printed on
vertically laid
paper. (4.) This
stamp has one
vertical line in the
oval below the left
down stroke of
"M". The top of this oval is closed. (5.) There is a small black dot
touching the center of the middle trefoil of the crown. (6.) Middle
jewel in the base of the crown is a pearl. (7.) Key does not touch
outline of shield above. There are 8 vertical lines to the left of the
highest point of the key near the top of the shield. (8.) There are
18 vertical lines in shield. Most of them are a little too long and
extend higher than the top of the shield. (9.) The shield does not
touch outlines of the 3 on the left. (10.) The point of the shadow at
the bottom of the shield points more to the center of the circular
ornament below it than it does on Type II. (11.) The thin shading
line under "MEN" of Bremen is broken after the final down stroke of
"M", after the letter "E", after the first down stroke of "N", and
after the final up stroke of "N". (12.) Exp: APS cert. Notes:do. Ref:
Earee
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Forgery of Bremen Scott type A1, Rev. Earee
Forgery 2
(1.) Rouletted about gauge
16, copied from type II. (2.)
No black dot over middle
trefoil of the crown. (3.)
Key touches top of the
shield, as does the genuine
type II, but there are only 7
vertical lines to the left.
Genuine has eight. (4.) None
of the vertical lines
protrude above the top of
the shield. (5.) The thin
shading line under "men" of
Bremen is continuous. (6.)
Exp: do. Ref: Earee

Second Forgery of Bremen Scott type A1, Rev Earee
Forgery 2
(1.) Imperforate, copied
from type II. ... (2.) No
black dot over the middle
trefoil of the crown. (3.) Key
touches top of the shield, as
does the genuine type II, but
there are only 7 vertical
lines to the left. The
genuine has eight. (4.) None
of the vertical lines protrude
above the top of the shield.
(5.) The thin shading line
under "men" of Bremen is
continuous. (6.) Exp: do.
Ref: Earee
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The Stamp Gallery
Featuring Canada, British Colonies, Europe
And the Rest Of The World

Ihor Rudyk
14027-101 Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta
T5N 0K2

open: Thursday to Saturday
10am to 5 pm
Phone: 780-760-6078
email: ivrudyk@shaw.ca
Over 500 Red Boxes
Half Catalogue Or Less

What’s The Difference Between
Three Margins and Four Margins?.....

USA-1_U, (17 bids)-134.53 / USA-1_U, (38 bids)-343.05

…..Over $200.
Recent eBay
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On eBay

CAN-90_COVER, Hotel Kirkup, Sturgeon Falls, Ontario, 1907, Cosby,
(12 bids) $49
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